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Pleasures are tightly intertwined with the body. Enjoyment

derived from sex, feeding and social touch originate from

somatosensory and gustatory processing, and pleasant

emotions also markedly influence bodily states tied to the

reproductive, digestive, skeletomuscular, and endocrine

systems. Here, we review recent research on bodily pleasures,

focussing on consummatory sensory pleasures. We discuss

how different pleasures have distinct sensory inputs and

behavioural outputs and review the data on the role of the

somatosensory and interoceptive systems in social bonding.

Finally, we review the role of gustatory pleasures in feeding and

obesity, and discuss the underlying pathophysiological

mechanisms. We conclude that different pleasures have

distinct inputs and specific outputs, and that their regulatory

functions should be understood in light of these specific

profiles in addition to generic reward mechanisms.
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Introduction
Pleasure is an inherently carnal experience. Enjoying sex

or cuddly comfort with our partner necessitates mutual

touching and caressing. Delights of a savoury meal are

dependent on the gustatory senses, and the thrills of

physical exercise literally require that we put our whole

bodies into motion. Once triggered, pleasures also

markedly alter our bodily states: sexual arousal rapidly

increases blood flow in the genitals, feeding triggers a

complex cascade of central and peripheral neurohormonal

signalling, and exercise switches our skeletomuscular and
www.sciencedirect.com 
cardiovascular systems into top gear. It comes as a no

surprise that the way we use our bodies in the long term

also causally alters our moods. Regular strenuous physical

exercise improves mood while concomitantly lowering

stress, depression, and anxiety levels [1]. On the other

hand, unhealthy lifestyle choices, for example, habitual

overeating leading to obesity, constitutes a risk factor for

mood disorders [2], and almost half of patients meeting

criteria for medical weight management also meet criteria

for mood disorders or other psychiatric conditions [3].

Even pleasures that are less directly tied to allostasis

involve the body in many ways. We derive a wide variety

of pleasures from simply perceiving others’ bodies, rang-

ing from sexual arousal triggered by nudity [4] to aesthetic

appreciation of paintings that engages sensorimotor net-

works in addition to limbic and paralimbic reward circuits

[5], to the chills induced by music [6]. Here, we review

the role of somatosensation, interoception and gustation

across different pleasures in both healthy subjects and

patients. We discuss how recent findings point to fine-

grained granularity in the bodily basis of different plea-

sures, focussing on consummatory sensory pleasures

derived from sociability and feeding.

Specificity of bodily pleasure responses
Humans experience powerful hedonic bodily sensations

ranging from satiety to sexual arousal, but how specific

are the underlying physiological responses? There has

been an ongoing debate regarding the specificity of

bodily profiles of different emotions, with some meta-

analyses supporting [7] and others failing to differentiate

between them, not even between pleasure and other

emotions [8]. A likely reason for the low nett specificity

is the low dimensionality of the measured psychophysi-

ological signals. The most widely used electrodermal

measures and electrocardiogram typically index unspe-

cific ANS activity, thus failing to capture more specific

autonomic differences between i) emotions and ii) dif-

ferent positive emotions and pleasures. However, exist-

ing studies point towards clear physiological differences

across different types of pleasure states. For example,

simple readouts of ghrelin, leptin, and insulin levels

provide an accurate estimate of hedonic eating, that

is, for the food’s gustatory and rewarding properties

[9] yet these endocrine responses are uncoupled from

sexual arousal. Subjective sexual arousal — be it trig-

gered by volitional thoughts or automatically by percep-

tion of sexual cues — in turn is consistently associated

with autonomically governed genital responses [10].

Autonomic indices of sexual arousal (penile/vaginal

plethysmography) differentiate this type of pleasure
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from other pleasures [11], with likely no discernible

effects on leptin, ghrelin or insulin levels.

Although physiologically unspecific, analysis of simple

self-reports of phenomenological bodily sensations has

established that different emotions have discernible and

consistent ‘feeling signatures’ in the body [12��,13].
Importantly, pleasure is one main determinant of the

organization of bodily sensation patterns, yet different

pleasures feel markedly different in the body (Figure 1)

suggesting fine-grained organization of somatosensation

and interoception associated with different pleasure sys-

tems. Moreover, the more pleasurable a mental or homeo-

static feels, the more strongly it is experienced in the

body and in the mind [12], indicating a strong tendency

for pleasures to override our conscious stream of thought

and behaviour. These maps are also consistent across a

wide range of Western European (WC) and East Asian

(EA) cultures, and independent of subject sex [14],

pointing to their biological rather than acquired origin.

Together with data from other modalities [15��] these
Figure 1
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Topography of pleasant feelings in the body. Adapted from Ref. [12��].
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self-report body mapping data clearly suggest that differ-

ent pleasures are by no means a unified phenomenon in

the human body. Thus, although meta-analyses show that

all distinct pleasures involve the mesolimbic reward

system (ventromedial prefrontal cortex, ventral striatum,

amygdala, anterior insula and mediodorsal thalamus) in a

comparable fashion [16], different pleasures have distinct

inputs (gustatory for feeding, tactile for sexual, interocep-

tive and procioceptive for physical exercise and so forth)

and specific outputs (e.g. the digestive system, the geni-

tals, specific muscle groups, etc.). Accordingly, detailed

understanding of the specific bodily inputs and outputs of

different pleasures is critical also for understanding plea-

sure-related pathologies, as we will illustrate further in

our discussion of human touch and feeding.

Touch, somatosensation, and pleasure
Touching is one of the most powerful ways of communi-

cating positive affect, and humans and other primates use

touching for both triggering sexual arousal and promoting

interpersonal bonds. Postnatal skin-to-skin contact
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promotes bonding between mother and infant, and both

the quality and quantity of romantic touch are positively

associated with relationship satisfaction in couples [17].

Human skin is broadly tuned for sensing pleasurable

touch [18], and pleasure triggered by social touching is

an important mediator of social bonding. The closer

someone is to us in our social network, the more pleasant

their touch feels [19�]. In a series of studies, we have also

shown that the human body contains finely tuned rela-

tionship-specific touch allowance maps that determine

where other members of our social network can touch us.

These maps are consistent across Western European and

East Asian cultures, and in all cultures the brevity of the

touch allowance zones in the body is linearly dependent

on the emotional bond between the toucher and the

individual being touched [19�,20]. The closer emotional

bond two individuals have, the more pleasant touching

feels and the larger area is allowed for social touch

(Figure 2).

Some aspects regarding the social relationship with the

toucher are carried already in the primary somatosensory

cortex (S1), and these relationship-specific activation

patterns can be resolved from BOLD-fMRI signal with

machine learning algorithms [21]. These effects could be

argued to reflect differences in touch kinematics across

individuals, yet similar effects are also observed when

subjects are led to believe that a single toucher is one of

two different identities [22]. Pharmacological studies in

nonhuman primates [23] suggest that the endogenous

mu-opioid receptor (MOR) system mediates the calming
Figure 2
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effects of affiliative touching, although contradictory evi-

dence also exists for humans [24]. Yet, because interindi-

vidual differences in MOR availability are linked with

attachment security and prosociality [25], variation of

MORs may constitute a risk for psychiatric morbidity.

In line with this, socioemotional life history also has a

causal role in affective communication with touch. Child-

hood maltreatment is associated with both altered inter-

personal distance preference and neural and experiential

processing of social touch, which may both constitute risk

factors for interpersonal dysfunctions and psychiatric

disorders [26��].

Pleasurable social touching is conveyed by the slow-

conducting unmyelinated c-tactile fibers projecting to

the insular cortices but not to S1, and c-tactile fibers have

long been considered the primary pathway for conveying

affiliative touch [27]. Accordingly, patients with fibromy-

algia rate both slow (CT-optimal) and fast (CT-subopti-

mal) brushing as less pleasant than healthy participants,

and during fMRI these patients also show deactivation in

the right posterior insula while evaluating the pleasant-

ness of touch. This suggests decoupling between early-

stage sensory and evaluative processing of affective touch

[28]. Although CT-optimal slow stroking or petting has

long been considered as the primary mechanism of affili-

ate touching, hugging and massaging might also convey

social proximity between individuals. One recent study

found that deep pressure stimulation akin to hugging is

experienced as pleasant and calming, and it also yields

comparable brain activation as CT-optimized slow
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stroking [29�]. Both healthy controls and autistic individ-

uals also find deep touch pressure calming and comfort-

ing, even though the latter may dislike CT-optimized

stroking [30]. This suggests fine-grained distinctions

between different tactile sensory pleasures, although

some aspects of the neural coding of the pleasure might

be comparable.

Touching is also the most potent way for increasing sexual

arousal, and both self-stimulation and partners’ caresses can

elicit and maintain a sexual arousal state. Yet, there is no

evidence of CT innervation in the genitalia, thus, this

pathway likely does not play a role in triggering of arousal

by touching of the genitals [31], again suggesting elemen-

tary physiological differences even in different tactile

pleasures such as pleasant sexual and non-sexual touch.

This fits with recent work on human erogenous zones [18]

that established that sexual self-stimulation is primarily

focused on the genital regions (with highest self-reported

tactile sensitivity), while sexual touch from partners is also

distributed over areas with the c-tactile receptors involved

in emotional bonding (Figure 3a). Thus, mutual touching
Figure 3
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on the non-genital areas during sex with a partner serves not

just sexual, but also bonding motives. Indeed, although

self-reported tactile and nociceptive sensitivity peak in the

genital area, significantly larger areas of the body have high

hedonic sensitivity, possibly pertaining to their CT affer-

ents (Figure 3b) and reflecting the role of these inputs in

social bonding.

Feeding and gustatory pleasures
When hunger is wrenching our stomach, the first bites of a

delicious meal may bring us immense delight. Yet, plea-

sures and homeostatic balance are not perfectly coupled.

Eating a satiating yet unpleasant-tasting meal after an

overnight fasting may actually decrease pleasure, despite

leading to an improvement in the current metabolic state

and insulin signalling [32]. Conversely, feeding for just

pleasure increases peripheral levels of the ‘hunger’ hor-

mone ghrelin more than feeding for maintaining energy

homeostasis [9,33]. Ghrelin influences signalling in the

VTA, which increases food intake and expression of

m‑opioid receptors (and subsequent responses to sucrose

and chow intake). A bulk of studies have also found that
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glucose tasting based signalling is an important compo-

nent in generating the satiety response [34]. This could

explain the counterintuitive finding that replacing glu-

cose with artificial sweeteners may lead to weight gain

despite lowered energy intake: Weakening the associa-

tion between sweet taste and post-ingestive outcomes

might impair weight regulation [35��] as an individual can

no longer anticipate when calories are actually consumed.

In line with this, sucralose fails to engage dopaminergic

midbrain circuits similarly as sucrose [36], while bariatric

surgery decreases preferences for sucrose [37�]. And tax-

ing people’s mental capacity suppresses tasting [38], but

increases consumption, of particularly high-rewarding

sweet and salty products [39], which concurs with less

effective coupling between primary insular and secondary

orbitofrontal taste processing areas [40].

Numerous neuroimaging studies show that feeding

strongly engages the brain’s reward circuit [41] and, with

positron emission tomography studies implicating

involvement of both opioidergic [42] and dopaminergic

[43] components of the reward system (Figure 4). In line

with this, opiate addicts experience sweetness as more

pleasant than drug-naı̈ve controls, while opioid antago-

nists decrease rewarding properties of sugar in heroin

addicts [44]. Also, in healthy humans, opioid agonist

morphine increases and antagonist naltrexone decreases

the perceived sweetness of sucrose solutions [45]. Accord-

ingly, repeated overstimulation of the reward circuit by

overeating in obesity can lead to a vicious circle where

high-energy hedonic food intake is constantly increased

to compensate for receptor downregulation, leading to

weight gain. Illustrating this point, the above-described

decreases in liking for mixtures with high-sucrose — or

high-fat content following bariatric surgery, concurs with
Figure 4
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enhanced neural responses to ‘sweet’ and ‘fat’ in brain

regions implicated in taste and reward [37�]. Finally,

weight loss following bariatric surgery rapidly normalizes

MOR levels (in 6mo) in morbidly obese patients [46],

suggesting a causal role of overweight in MOR down-

regulation. However, such promising outcomes are partly

clouded by the fact that humans have the tendency to

compensate lack of pleasure in one domain with pleasure

in another. For example, a substantial proportion of

patients undergoing bariatric surgery for obesity — thus

physically restraining the capacity for feeding — develop

a alcohol or substance use disorder [47]. This suggests

that tackling pathological hedonic consumption by rein-

ing the reward drive and consummatory pleasure could be

problematic, as it disregards humans’ seemingly unlim-

ited appetite for pleasures, in particular during the refrac-

tory post-consummatory period.

Dysregulation of pleasure in the body
Carnal pleasures are strong motivators for adaptive behav-

iour. They ensure that our bodily needs related to homeo-

stasis, reproduction and safety are fulfilled even when

conflicting goals exist. Conversely, many bodily pleasures

may be hampered by concomitant bodily displeasure.

This is most salient in the link between chronic pain

and depression [48], but also in health-related behaviors.

For example, initial pain and negative feelings associated

with training may discourage individuals from initiating

routine physical exercise, although repeated physical

exercise will shift the resultant mood from displeasure

to pleasure [49]. Many bodily pleasures serve important

functions, but seeking them may also trigger compulsive

consumption leading to obesity and substance use dis-

orders (SUDs). Dysregulated striatal dopamine and opi-

oid signaling and hypoactive inhibitory circuits in the
(c)d release BOLD-fMRI response
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frontal cortex are hallmarks of both SUDs and obesity

[50]. Whereas substances of abuse likewise are not

needed for anything except the temporary pleasures they

generate they do directly tap into allostatic systems that

yield reliable pleasure sensations, such that especially in

heavy addictions, these can even be ‘hacked’ at the cost of

more natural triggers like food and bonding [51,52].

Self-report data shows that the stronger bodily responses a

psychological or somatic state triggers, the more saliently

it is experienced in the phenomenological awareness

[12��]. Accordingly, it is possible that strong bodily sensa-

tions associated with hedonic consumption are critical for

the development of addiction-like behaviours. Indeed,

most drugs with high abuse potential (ranging from

nicotine to alcohol, heroine and amphetamine) trigger

strong bodily sensations when consumed. Interestingly,

there is a paucity of patient cases with reported addictive

or compulsive behaviour towards non-carnal pleasures

such as aesthetic experiences derived from music, lan-

guage, or art. Although the reason for this remains

unknow, it is possible that these pleasures rely on highly

contextual/learned, complex cognitions [53] that do not

consistently yield a bodily response, thus making them

unlikely targets of addictions via the somatic feelings

linked with reward consumption.

Conclusions: moving beyond a generic
pleasure state
We conclude that although different pleasures may have a

partially shared neural basis [16], they also have clearly

distinct sensory inputs and somatic and behavioral out-

puts that, so far, remain poorly understood within wider

frameworks of candidate pleasure systems. Although dif-

ferent pleasures involve discrete bodily experiences, the

specific bodily response patterns across different plea-

sures remain poorly characterised [8], and we are not

aware of studies that have compared the somatic basis

of different positive emotions using a systematic and

high-dimensional sampling framework. In the future, it

is necessary to go beyond simple low-dimensional

psychophysiological measurements (ECG, skin conduc-

tance) and perform careful delineation using large-scale

neurohormonal kits and actual whole-body metabolic

imaging during different pleasure states. Recent devel-

opments in nuclear medicine imaging allow fast fre-

quency readouts (1 Hz) that actually allow direct in vivo
molecular imaging of emotion-related bodily phenomena

[54�]. Finally, whereas carnal pleasures are less contin-

gent on learning — already neonates show adult-like

responses to pleasurable stroking in somatosensory and

limbic emotion circuits [55], the bodily basis of ‘complex’

pleasures more dependent on learning are not equally

well understood. Although, as noted already, some such

bodily signatures such as pleasurable chills triggered with

music have been established [56], this remains an under-

explored field. Whereas it is important to keep examining
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 39:85–92 
commonalities across different pleasures, studying

distinct pleasure profiles may prove just as informative

for advancing theory. This calls for a detailed ‘carnal

taxonomy’ of pleasures, through a unified approach that

goes beyond neuroimaging and involves detailed endo-

crinological, psychophysiological and subjective mea-

sures of these different pleasures.
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